Let Fn be an n-dimensional Pinsler space with a symmetric metric tensor and Berwald's connection parameters (x,x). The covariant derivative of the vector field T 1 (x,x) JK j with respect to the connection parameters G^ is gi'ven by the The following results ( [5] ) will be used in subsequent sections.
Berwald's process of covariant differentiation for the vector fields x , l 1 and the function P yields the equations Since the curvature tensor vanishes identically in a flat space and so a flat space with (2.2) is an example of the SS-F". n Misra ( [4] ) has defined the "Symmetric Pinsler space S-Fn" in which Berwald's curvature tensor is covariantly constant. Thus a S-F" with (2.2) is a SS-F . .k By the transvection of (2.1) by x in view of (l.4)(b) we get
which on account of (2.1) gives (2 ' 3) H 'h(m)(P) = 0-From (1.5) and (2.1), we get 
Some results
In this section we shall establish some theorems in SS-F . n On account of (l.4)(a), the equation (2.1) reduceis to the following one In order to obtain a sufficient condition, we assume that the space F^ admits (2.3). Differentiating it partially with respect to X* 1 and using the commutation formula (2.10), we get The necessary and sufficient condition for a Finsler space satisfying (2.2) to be SS-Fn is that it satisfies also (3.2).
In view of (3.3) we have the following example of a SS-Fn. Example. A Finsler space satisfying (2.2), in which covariant derivative of H^ is independent of the directional arguments is a SS-Fn. let us study now the condition (2.2). From (1.2) and (2.2) we get (3.4) f®3°hk>(B) = Using the commutation formula (2.7) for the tensor we get If a Pinsler space, in which covariant derivative of Berwald's connection G^ is positively homogeneous of degree zero in the directional arguments, admits (2.1) then it is a SS-P^.
Since a Pinsler space satisfying (2.2) admits (2.6) also, then in view of (2.6), equation (l.8)(a) reduces to i i i (3, 5) H jkh(p) + H kph(j) + H pjh(k) = This equation in view of (1.4)(a) gives (3 ' 6) <Vkh>(p) + ^'(J) + i% H Jh>{k) * 0. Prom (2.6) and (2.7) we get 
The o r e m 3.3.
The necessary and sufficient condition for a SS-F" to be a S~F_ is that
Special symmetric and isotropic Finsler spaces
In this section we shall obtain two theorems regarding with special symmetric and isotropic Finsler spaces.
For an isotropic Pinsler space F (n>2) with constant Riemannian curvature [5], we have the equality 
